Abstract: During the study process of electromagnetic wave signal detection method under clutter jamming, the influence of noise and interference are not considered when the current algorithm is used to detect electromagnetic wave signal, thus there is problem of large detection error. An electromagnetic wave signal detection method under clutter jamming based on the improved morphological processing algorithm is proposed. The algorithm first combines mathematical morphology filtering and threshold detection, and detects the characteristic parameters, like electromagnetic wave signal electric field strength, magnetic field intensity, polarization flatness, polarization rotation and vector propagation direction, on the basis of it, distance unit echo of larger amplitude in the detection window is regarded as the target echo to judge, and accurately complete electromagnetic wave signal detection under clutter jamming. The experimental results show that the detection method of electromagnetic wave signal based on the improved morphological processing algorithm has the high accuracy and the noise immunity.
Introduction
The electromagnetic radiation phenomenon in ionosphere is very complex, not only related to fluctuations of the earth's magnetic field, but also related to magnetic storm and particle storm of earth space [1.2.3] . Thus, it will produce a lot of electromagnetic disturbance factors, including electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves, whistler waves, plasma layer hiss etc. These clutters influence the transmission of the electromagnetic wave signal seriously, which is easy to cause the failure of electromagnetic wave signal transmission [4.5.6] . Therefore, the detection method of the electromagnetic wave signal under the clutter jamming has received a wide attention, and a lot of good methods are also appeared at the same time.
At present, the mainstream of electromagnetic wave signal detection methods including electromagnetic wave signal detection method under clutter based on wavelet algorithm, electromagnetic wave signal detection method under clutter based on Bayesian algorithm and electromagnetic wave signal detection method under clutter based on neural network algorithm. Among them, the detection method of electromagnetic wave signal based on wavelet algorithm is often used. However, the influence of noise and interference are not considered when these algorithms are used to detect electromagnetic wave signal, thus there is problem of large detection error.
In view of the above problems, an electromagnetic wave signal detection method under clutter jamming based on the improved morphological processing algorithm is proposed. The algorithm has good detection accuracy and strong noise immunity.
Detection principle of electromagnetic wave signal under clutter jamming
In the detection process of the electromagnetic wave signal under the clutter jamming, it is necessary to detect the characteristic signal which is unique to electromagnetic wave and carry out statistical analysis. Due to the manifestations of different electromagnetic radiation signal in the regional characteristics have some differences, so for ionospheric electromagnetic radiation enhancement usually has the characteristics of certain band width and duration, periodicity of signal and randomness of noise are collected by the receiver, through the operation of auto correlation, the electromagnetic wave signal detection under clutter jamming is completed. The concrete steps are International Conference on Applied Science and Engineering Innovation (ASEI 2015) as follows:
In the electromagnetic wave signal detection process under cutter jamming, assuming the original containing noise time series obtained by a receiver after removing the mean is{ } i X , then, periodic signal and random noise are additive, which can be expressed as:
Among them, ( ) s n is the periodic pulse electromagnetic wave signal, ( ) n n is the random noise, both of them have the stationary random process which has the ergodic characteristic of each state, and its autocorrelation sequence is: 
Optimization detection of threshold
In optimization detection process of electromagnetic wave signal under clutter jamming, The algorithm first combines mathematical morphology filtering and threshold detection, and detects the characteristic parameters, like electromagnetic wave signal electric field strength, magnetic field intensity, polarization flatness, polarization rotation and vector propagation direction. The concrete steps are as follows:
In the process of the optimization detection of electromagnetic wave signal under clutter jamming, the threshold selection can be determined according to the empirical values, and the threshold of the magnetic field is determined as:
/ Z ThB pT H = − （3） In the process of the optimization detection of electromagnetic wave signal under clutter jamming, the threshold of the electric field power spectrum can be obtained according to the formula:
In the process of the optimization detection of electromagnetic wave signal under clutter jamming, the above equation is utilized to detect the electromagnetic radiation of the planar polarization degree over 0.7, which is 0.7 ThFe ≥ . In the process of the optimization detection of electromagnetic wave signal under clutter jamming, the basic operation of morphology is divided into expansion, corrosion, open operation and close operation. A large number of redundant information is removed by threshold segmentation, then the signal parameters of electromagnetic wave signal can be described as two valued signals, assuming that the set A and B are contained in space 2 Z , and the definition of A is expanded by B is :
In the formula, A is the input signal, and B is the structural element. A is expanded by B means that z B  is obtained the B after reflection shift z relative to its origin.. Similarly, the corrosion operation is expressed as AB, defined as:
In the process of the optimization detection of electromagnetic wave signal under clutter jamming, the open operation and closing operation are expressed as:
The realization of the optimization method of electromagnetic wave signal detection under the clutter jamming
In the process of the optimization detection of electromagnetic wave signal under clutter jamming, assuming 
Among them, glRT G is the detection threshold. Using the distance unit of larger amplitude in electromagnetic echo to detect extended target, statistics k ω is arranged in descending order to get the equation:
In the process of the optimization detection of electromagnetic wave signal under clutter jamming, the former J statistics are utilized to meet the condition ( ) ( ) 
In the above formula, the detection threshold in the electromagnetic wave signal optimization detection process under clutter jamming is represented by 0S GLRT G − .
Experiments and simulation results
In order to prove the validity of the detection method of the electromagnetic wave signal under the clutter jamming based on the improved morphological processing algorithm, an experiment is needed. The Monte Carlo simulation method is adopted for electromagnetic wave signal detection under clutter jamming based on wavelet algorithm, the improved algorithm, Bayesian algorithm, detection time and accuracy of different algorithms are compared to measure electromagnetic wave signal detection performance of three algorithms.
Experiment 1) The time needed for 9999 times Monte-Carlo simulation experiments of three detection algorithms are listed in The detection accuracy in the Monte-Carlo simulation experiment of three different algorithms are compared, and the results are shown in the following image: Fig. 1 Comparison of the detection accuracy of different algorithms It can be seen from table 1 and figure 1, when the optimized algorithm is used for detection accuracy in Monte Carlo simulation experiments, the running time of the optimized algorithm is superior to the other two algorithms, since the algorithm combines mathematical morphology filtering and threshold detection, and detects the characteristic parameters, like electromagnetic wave signal electric field strength, magnetic field intensity, polarization flatness, polarization rotation and vector propagation direction, on the basis of it, distance unit echo of larger amplitude in the detection window is regarded as the target echo to judge, and accurately complete electromagnetic wave signal detection under clutter jamming.
Conclusions
In view of the influence of noise and interference are not considered when the current algorithm is used to detect electromagnetic wave signal, there is problem of large detection error. An electromagnetic wave signal detection method under clutter jamming based on the improved morphological processing algorithm is proposed. The algorithm first combines mathematical morphology filtering and threshold detection, and detects the characteristic parameters, like electromagnetic wave signal electric field strength, magnetic field intensity, polarization flatness, polarization rotation and vector propagation direction, on the basis of it, distance unit echo of larger amplitude in the detection window is regarded as the target echo to judge, and accurately complete electromagnetic wave signal detection under clutter jamming. The experimental results show that the detection method of electromagnetic wave signal based on the improved morphological processing algorithm has the high accuracy and the noise immunity.
